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Something you should realize about autogynephiles:

They can’t stop. 

AGP functions more like an addiction than an orientation or identity. “Letting out

the woman within” is both a high and a release. Time passes, and, without a fresh

fix, they become hostile & self-destructive.

It seems like they’re putting it on a bit when they talk about how being denied their trans identity will “literally

kill” them. It makes more sense, though, if you realize that they very well may believe that. 

If you’ve experienced addiction, you know that feeling.

I think that trans people who aren’t AGP also experience it as an addiction in some ways. You’ll hear people talk a

lot about “gender euphoria.” A euphoric experience is the cornerstone of addiction. Problematically, kids are told

“gender euphoria” just means they’re truly trans.

The power of addiction lies in dissociation. It’s not just about the direct pleasure offered by the behavior or

substance. It’s about what you’re NOT feeling while you engage in that behavior or use that substance. 

Transgenderism is elaborate, intense dissociation.

Understanding it as an addiction also gives insight into the escalating nature of the phenomenon. Men who

crossdress start out doing it occasionally as a masturbatory exercise. Over time, the bliss wanes, and the AGP

begins to chase the dragon.

This is where they will begin wearing women’s items under male clothing, going out “dressed” in public, buying

more and more clothing/prosthetics, involving their previously unaware gf/wife in their crossdressing, getting

with mtf sex workers, and/or altering their bodies.

One way gender ideology is broken is that it takes what should be a moment of clarity and turning point — an AGP

realizing he isn’t in control of his compulsions — and reframes it as a healthy personal revelation: “I don’t have a

problem. I’m actually a woman.”

There are extensive psychiatric comorbidities among this population because addictions, even non-substance-use

ones, are regularly part of a mentally ill person’s coping strategies. 

A lot of trans people are dissociating from painful psychiatric symptoms.

When you challenge a trans person’s identity - by, say, using the “wrong” pronoun - they experience intense

discomfort. This may manifest as rage, anxiety/panic, or depression.

You just gave a shot of Narcan to a person high on opioids. You interrupted their dissociation.

This is why, for so many people, transgenderism never settles into a stable identity. “Gender is fluid” because a Follow Us on Twitter!  Tweet  Share
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dissociation loses its power when it’s no longer new. So a trans woman may become non-binary. They may be a

“lesbian,” then pansexual. The shifting is necessary.

This population has a high incidence of substance use and dissociative hobbies, such as those which involve role-

playing, video games, cosplaying. They engage in these compulsively and rely on them for support the same way

they rely on “gender euphoria.”

Some trans people will do awful things if their “fix” is threatened. Most just become unhappy. This just depends

on their personal boundaries and ethics. Being trans doesn’t make someone dangerous, but an already violent

person will commit violence if their gender fix is blocked.

Dissociation is the source of the “high” for the AGP. He’d achieve that perfect bliss in embodying any role that was

deeply *not him.* This is why sexism is an absolute prerequisite for AGP. He sees women as another species, not

just people who happen to be female.

He would get no pleasure from dressing as women if he had substantial empathy for them. Crossdressing wouldn’t

take him away from himself if he didn’t believe that women thought & felt completely different than men do. He

must “other” women in order to reach that non-self place.

The high is from being not-self, which equals, for them, being female - not a “trans woman,” not biologically male,

not a “man who became a woman.” Accuracy = potency of euphoria. So each tiny language and situational cue is

policed. Any reminder of reality can cause a collapse.

They want lesbian attention because only women get that, so that makes them “real” women. Accessing anything

that’s exclusively for women validates their non-self, making their dissociation safer and more satisfying. The

thrill lies in being walled well away from the male self.

That’s why they want cervical cancer screenings (even though they don’t have cervixes), and why a “third space”

facility option isn’t good enough, and why they must fill out a blood donor questionnaire as a female. It has to be

identical to what a woman would do or access.

To access that gender euphoria, everyone they interact with has to speak and behave as though they’re women.

Otherwise, these men are stuck with crossdressing at home or in CD/kink groups. And that really limits how much

they can up their dosage, and how often they can dose.

Being misgendered once can ruin an entire evening, which AGPs will plan for weeks & spend hours grooming for.

For this reason, even after they come out to their spouses, they’ll often wait a long time before CDing in front of

her. They need to be sure she’ll stay in character.

No sexual orientation is fragile in this way. Tell me that I’m straight, and I don’t suddenly feel less gay. 

Offensive speech doesn’t even work the way they say it does. What other group, even heavily marginalized, has

such an intricate script that must be read by all?

This is because we aren’t functioning as human beings living and letting live. We are animated props for the role-

play scenario that lets these people access a specific mental state. We’re set pieces, and the whole world becomes

their drug.

And if you speak or act wrong (according to gender culture rules), you have now become the thing standing in

between an addict and their fix. 

And THAT is what you must understand if you want to understand how dangerous gender-critical activism is, and

why.
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A final note: The collective chasing of the dragon is the reason for the progressive erosion of women’s boundaries

and rights. They can only feel *more* by eradicating any structural or behavioral elements that make them feel

different than us.

This means they’ll never stop. There’s nothing they’ll leave untouched, nothing that should apply to biological

women but not them. It doesn’t have to make sense or satisfy any functional purpose. 

They will never NOT be chasing the dragon. The cup they hold out has no bottom.

Everything won’t be enough, because this is addiction, and nothing characterizes addiction quite so distinctly as a

persistent sense of scarcity. 

They will always feel dissatisfied, and that will always be women’s fault.

People need to wake up to what this is, because, right now, there’s this idea that we just need to give trans people

enough of the right things, and all will be well. But... is that what seems to be happening? Could you guess, if you

tried, at what would make the AGPs satisfied?

You cannot satisfy an addict. It’s not chemically possible. Trying to do so doesn’t help them and isn’t good for you.

Right now the progressives are trying to appease the trans lobby. 

I read somewhere - “Appeasement” is feeding a crocodile in the hope that he’ll eat you last.
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Because I haven’t been yelled at by strangers enough this
week... The trans widows’ thread. Much of my understanding
of autogynephilia comes from their words. I can’t think of a
more credible source than the wives who very much want to
love & accept their AGP spouses. 🔻🔻🔻

She still believes that the estrogen just showed up at their
house and he said, “Sure, why not?” He married her without
disclosing, and then he started hormones without even telling
her, despite having agreed they would be having more

Read 22 tweets
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Lara Adams-Miller

THIS is what happens when lesbians try to gather & celebrate
our community. TRAs protesting Lesbian Strength march in
Leeds. They won’t willingly let us collectively exist without
them. If you want people to think you’re women, then stop
acting like the worst kind of men.

Our emotional labor is NOT a public resource! Protesting
that women had a party and didn’t invite you? Find another
party you fucking losers. You are NOT entitled to our
company, not ever. You do NOT get to define what a lesbian

Read 4 tweets
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Sep 7th 2019

Lara Adams-Miller

A defense and explanation for sharing extreme examples of
bad behavior among trans-identified individuals, particularly
biological males who enter or seek to enter female-only
spaces. A (hopefully, no promises) brief thread of why the
bad apples must be discussed.

When I talk about concerns about women’s safety in
vulnerable spaces, someone invariably responds, “That’s like
saying black men are a danger to white women!”

There is of course the ubiquitous “compare transgenderism

Read 27 tweets
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Something really massive is happening, and I feel like society
is barely grasping the tendrils of the implications. Technology
is eroding one of the great levees of human society - the
ability to move around the physical world anonymously

This is happening because computers are getting better at
spotting patterns in data, and the cost of capturing data that
contain patterns about human beings is plummeting. Most
adult humans have a device in their pocket capable of
recognising the patterns in another human's face

Read 10 tweets
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Joe Tong 湯溢傑

Introducing my #the100dayproject inspired by @QMUNITY
and my fellow #ADE @Sharon_Drummond. 100 days, 100
GIFs, 100 queer terms to educate and connect our
community and allies. All GIFs created with #AppleKeynote
and will be compiled on @GIPHY :
giphy.com/channel/joepau… @AppleEDU
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The ICO has released a report in partial response to the UK
complaints of myself and @jimkillock on real-time bidding
fixad.tech, along with many international complaints to other
DPAs. Highlights threaded:

The ICO believe the use of legitimate interest in the real time
bidding supply chain, even after cookie placing, is impossible.
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Something Sweet In the Air - Donut AU The Kirishima's
Sweet Riot Donut Shop was always the busiest shop year
round. Somehow, the Kirishima's always knew how to keep it
up and running, bustling with regulars and sometimes new
customers whom heard about the shop through someone +

else. Bakugo, however, was roped into it by his parents who
insisted on getting him the best jelly filled donuts they could
find.

He was turning a measly ten years old that day Bakugo

Read 297 tweets

Marco Rogers

Here's something I've been studying on here for a bit. A lot of
men, seem to have been conditioned to think that telling
someone that you disagree is the same as asking them a
question. Like the way they learn to engage is by *creating a
conflict*.

I don't think this is a small thing. In fact, I think it is the
source of a lot of the unintentional frustration that men cause
on here. (I'm only talking about those who actually "mean
well".)

Read 21 tweets
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Sanjay Srivastava

Let's talk cross-lagged panel models! A short
example/provocation, inspired by some discussion yesterday

Say you have 2 things you're interested in, X and Y, each
measured at 2 times. You want to know does X cause Y, Y
cause X, or both? (or if you're shy about saying "cause" you
say "lead to," "predict," "is a risk factor for," "Granger-cause,"
etc.).

X and Y could be anything, e.g.: * Depression and stress * A
personality trait and a social role * Parental something and
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